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WHAT DOES 
“TEACHING 

RESPONSIBILITY” 
MEAN TO YOU?

Describe what 

this looks like 

to you?



The Importance of Chores



It works with spouses, too!



The Four Steps to Responsibility

1. Give the child a task s/he can handle. 

2. Hope the child “blows” it. 

3. Let equal parts of consequence and empathy do the 
teaching.  

4. Give the same task again.  



The First Step

Give the child a task s/he can handle.  

For best results, have the child describe in his/her own words 

how things will look when the task is completed.



The Second Step

Hope the child “blows” it.  

Mistakes provide opportunities for the children to have “real 
world” learning experiences.  This step reduces the 
temptation for reminders.  By learning today, the cost of the 
lesson is inexpensive.  Unfortunately, life lessons get more 
expensive as we get older.



The Third Step

Let equal parts of consequence and empathy do the 
teaching.  

Being sad instead of “mad” allows children to hurt and 
learn from their mistakes.  Empathy or sorrow 
reduces the chance that the child will spend time 
thinking about the adult’s anger.  The child’s 
attention needs to be on the child’s life and 
decisions instead of on the adult’s reactions.



The Fourth Step

Give the same task again.  

This sends the message that people learn from their mistakes



Some Points to Ponder

1. Give information to children, however, avoid telling them 

what to do with the information!  Let them do the thinking!

2. Use few words.



Allowances

1. Teaching money management

2. Negotiating skills

3. Providing real life experiences with resources.



Chores

■ Model doing your own chores in front of the kids.

■ List all the chores that the family does in order to 
function.  Include parental responsibilities like bill 
paying, driving kids around.  Then, ask kids which chores 
they’d like to do, or, would mind least.

■ Be reasonable.  Understand what is developmentally 
appropriate.  This helps us determine how to design 
successful learning opportunities for our children. 



Chores

■ Give choices about age-appropriate chores.  

■ Remember not to say, “Do it now.”

■ Do not pay children for doing chores



Chores

■ Develop a “Stuff Bermuda Triangle,” the nether land where 

“stuff” goes until the child has earned them back again.



Chores

Hope that the kids forget or refuse to do their chores. 

Remember, they are learning and mistakes provide the 

opportunity for learning



Chores

Give a time limit that you can enforce, “your next meal,” or “the 

end of the day.”  

Then, have them miss the next meal or wake them up after 

they’ve been asleep awhile.



How to get kids to DO their 
chores!



Chores

Avoid advance warnings, consequences, etc.  Remember, this is 

the time for learning to think, to assess, to figure out the 

consequences in advance for themselves!

Don’t rob children of the opportunity to use his/her brains.



Give the Love and Logic® 
“Can Do” Messages

■ Giving information vs. accusing or insulting.

■ Using few words vs. mini lectures.

■ Describing what you need or what you see rather than blaming or commanding.

■ Talking about your feelings rather than sending “you” messages.

■ Writing notes, pointing to pictures rather than issuing verbal reminders.

■ Giving another opportunity to learn.

■ Sadness and empathy replaces punishment 



Resources

Family Meetings: 

http://www.ag.ndsu.edu/pubs/yf/famsci/fs522w.htm

Kids and money:

http://www.kidsmoney.org/allart.htm

Love and logic freebies!

http://www.loveandlogic.com/articles.html

Chores:

http://www.parenting-
ed.org/handout3/General%20Parenting%20Information/chores.htm
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